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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
Pursuant to Fed. R. Grim. P. 12(b)(3)(B) and the Due Process Clause of the United
States Constitution, defendant Maksim Zaslavskiy respectfully submits this Memorandum of
Law in support of his motion for an Order dismissing the instant indictment because
cryptocurrencies are both exempt from securities regulations as currencies and because they do
not represent investment contracts - and therefore securities - witliin the meaning of the law.
Moreover, the statutes upon which all charges are based - 15 U.S.C. §78j(b) and 78ff

as

applied to cryptocurrencies are void for unconstitutional vagueness.
Cryptocurrencies such as the tokens Mr. Zaslavskiy attempted to create are encrypted
digital currencies designed to work both as a medium of exchange and a store of value.
These digital currencies operate utilizing an innovative technology called blockchain - a
public and searchable electronic ledger that allows users to view the entire transactional
history of respective cryptocurrencies. This emerging technology has potentially
transformative implications for cybersecurity, transaction costs, and decentralized financial
transactions. However, the potential societal benefits offered by these cryptocurrencies are
threatened by unlawful regulation of constitutional liberties. Virtual currencies such as the
ones at issue here present regulatory challenges for securities laws that were written in the
1930’s - decades before the invention of the computer.
Securities laws have been crafted since the 1930s to be intentionally flexible. As
cryptocurrencies have gained more mainstream adoption various American regulatory
agencies - including the Securities and Exchange Commission (hereinafter “SEC”), the
Commodities and Futures Trading Commission, and even the Internal Revenue Service,
1
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have issued guidance that is at times contradictory and always non-specific. While the
fiexibiUty of securities laws generally provides enough meaningful notice for criminal
enforcement of other asset classes, they fail to do so in the unique case of cryptocurrencies.
The “one law fits all” approach to securities enforcement bends Due Process too far in the
case of cryptocurrencies. As applied to this case, they are unconstitutionally vague.
With these concerns in mind, the best reading of the current laws make clear that
cryptocurrencies are not securities. First, as currencies, these assets are statutorily exempt
from the definition of securities - even under the 1933 and 1934 Securities Acts. Second,
cryptocurrencies are not “investment contracts” within the meaning of the law - a key
requirement should the SEC argue that cryptocurrencies are securities. Since the
cryptocurrencies at issue in this case — REcoin and DRC - are not securities, they are not
subject to securities law upon which all of the charges are based. Therefore the indictment
charging Mr. Zaslavskiy is defective.
To date, no defendant in the United States has been convicted at trial of criminal
charges relating to securities fraud of cryptocurrencies despite the launch of hundreds of
new cryptocurrencies that were not registered with the SEC in the past ten years. In fact.
both in the civil and criminal context, no federal court in the United States has held that
cryptocurrencies are “securities” within the meaning of the law. The government’s
prosecution of Maksim Zaslavskiy is both unprecedented and an improper attempted
criminal enforcement of SEC law. The Court should dismiss the charges in the indictment in
their entirety.

2
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1.

BACKGROUND
Maksim Zaslavsldy is a naturalized United States citizen living in Brooklyn, NY. In

2017 Mr. Zaslavskiy founded REcoin and Diamond Reserve Club (“DRC”). Mr. Zaslavskiy
owns REcoin and DRC and he serves as the president, CEO, and sole officer of both
companies.
Mr. Zaslavsldy sold what are known as cryptocurrencies in July and August 2017. Both
REcoin and DRC were intended to function as virtual currencies - they were intended to be
digitally traded and function as both a medium of exchange and a store of value. Although
these new cryptocurrencies were not intended to have legal tender status, these currencies
would have value within a financial ecosystem of adopters who would each bring their
valuable professional expertise to the virtual ecosystem to make more efficient ttansactions.
The vision was for these adopters to conduct their ttansactions using REcoin and DRC coins
as currency. As the government points out, a more well-known example of cryptocurrency
that functions in this manner is Ethereum. Indictment at ^5.
REcoin was to be an innovative token ecosystem where real estate players including
brokers, tenants, purchasers, developers, architects, and lawyers could purchase REcoin tokens
to facilitate a variety of real estate transactions. The REcoin blockchain would allow users in the
ecosystem to enter into smart contracts - electronic contracts recorded forever on the
blockchain for added security and ease of ser%dce. A “smart contract” is a computer program
designed to execute the terms of a contract when certain triggering conditions are met.
Blockchains record contracts and all other transactions on the ledger forever.

3
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As an example of a potential smart contract on the REcoin blockchain - a developer
and an architect could agree to enter into a smart contract where the architect would design a
building for the developer for an agreed upon amount of REcoins. The terms of that smart
contract,for example price, timeline, scope of design, time commitment, and parameters of
conceptual design,would be recorded on the REcoin blockchain ledger. Once the terms of that
contract were triggered, the digital contract would execute and implement a transfer of REcoin
tokens from the developer to the architect. There would be no need for attorney fees and
banlting fees. The contract would automatically execute. This transaction would have added
security because the terms of the contract would be forever recorded on a digital ledger.
Unlike centralized banks, power on the REcoin blockchain was intended to be
decentralized. The ideal adopters of REcoin were envisioned to be players in the real estate
industry. The more REcoin adopters transacted in the ecosystem, the more the ecosystem
would develop expertise to facilitate future deals. Adopters of REcoin themselves would
contribute their expertise to the value of the blockchain and accrue decision-maldng authority
on the blockchain the more they used it. This decentralized model of blockchain governance
would also minimize attorney fees and other transaction costs

malting transactions more

efficient and secure than traditional deals. The ability to transact in this sort of secure
ecosystem, without the need for centralized banlting and burdensome securities regulations, is
one of the central ideals of blockchain enthusiasts.
REcoin launched its initial fundraising Initial Coin Offering in August 2017. Anyone
could purchase REcoin. REcoin offered early investors a 15 percent discount on tokens. The
discount decreased as certain threshold levels of tokens were sold. As an added measure of
4
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security of REcoin token holders, the REcoin token would itself be hedged by ownership of
real estate - so that if token holders in the ecosystem for some reason decided not to recognize
value of the tokens, the tokens themselves would have some measure of intrinsic value.
To be clear, Maksim Zaslavskiy never intended to defraud potential adopters of their
money. His was a sincere vision and he intended to create a new more efficient token economy
for the benefit of society. As his project continued to progress, he soon realized that his vision
was not feasible and he refunded nearly all of the money he had raised in the ICO to his
adopters to make them whole.
After winding down REcoin, Mr. Zaslavskiy’s turned his attention to a second
cryptocurrency venture. The Diamond Reserve Club (DRC) was intended to be a virtual
ecosystem where “businessmen and investors” could rely upon DRC as an “alternative
financing method” to retain and perform services. Like REcoin, DRC tokens would be hedged
with real world assets as a measure of additional security - in this case diamonds instead of real
estate. Although DRC began the initial stages of marketing, DRC never officially launched in an
initial coin offering. Both of these ventures are subjects of the government’s criminal
indictment.
Without explanation, the government concludes in the indictment that “investments in
the REcoin ICO and Diamond IMO were “investment contracts,” and therefore “securities” as
defined by Section 2(a)(1) of the Securities act and 3(a)(10) of the Exchange Act” The
governmenf s arguments are unavailing for three reasons: 1) currencies are specifically exempt
by statute from being considered securities by the SEC; 2) cryptocurrencies are not “investment
contracts” and therefore not securities within the meaning of the law; 3) the statutes are
5
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unconstitutionally vague as to what constitutes an “investment contract” pursuant to the 1933
and 1934 Securities Acts.
II.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

A motion to dismiss an indictment challenges the adequacy of an indictment on its face.
Thus, the indictment must be viewed as a whole and the allegations must be accepted as true
at this stage of the proceedings. Boyce Mo^or Lines v. United States, 342 U.S. 337, 343 n. 16, 72
S.Ct. 329, 96 L.Ed. 367 (1952); United States v. Ferris, 807 F.2d 269, 271 (1st Cir.1986). The
question, then, is whether the allegations, if proven, would be sufficient to permit a jury to find
that the crimes charged were committed. United States v. Sampson, 371 U.S. 75, 76, 83 S.Ct. 173,
9 L.Ed.2d 136 (1962).
III.

ARGUMENT
A. CRYPTOCURRENCIES ARE A FORM OF CURRENCY EXPRESSLY
EXCLUDED FROM THE DEFINITION OF “SECURITY

Even before reaching the question of whether cryptocurrency is an “investment
contract” and in doing so contemplating whether or not the definition of this term in the
statute is unconstitutionally vague, the Court should dismiss the instant charges because
cryptocurrencies are “currency” within the meaning of the statute and therefore exempt from
the definition of securities.
Although the statute contains a lengthy list of covered assets, the definition of a
cc

security” in the 1933 and 1934 Acts does not include the term “cryptocurrency.”^ No U.S.

' See U U.S.C. § 77b(a)(l) (“The term ‘security’ means any note, stock, treasury stock, security future,
security-based swap, bond, debenture, evidence of indebtedness, certificate of interest or participation in any
profit-sharing agreement, collateral-trust certificate, preorganization certificate or subscription, transferable share,
investment contract, voting-trust certificate, certificate of deposit for a security, fractional undivided interest in
oil, gas, or other mineral rights, any put, call, straddle, option, or privilege on any securit)', certificate of deposit,
or group or index of securities (including any interest therein or based on the value thereof), or any put, call,
6
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court has held that cryptocurrencies are “securities. ”2 In fact, the 1934 Act expressly excludes
“currency” from the definition of security. See 15 U.S.C. § 78c(a)(10) (“The term ‘security’
means . . . but shall not include currency”); see also Procter <& Gamble Co. v. Pankers Trust Co.^
925 F. Supp. 1270, 1280 n.4 (“underlying instrumentality of the DM swap was not a security,
because the value of the DM swap was based on a foreign currency, which is not a security as
defined in the 1933 and 1934 Acts”). There is no legal requirement that “currency” be legal
tender and recognized by the United States or any other foreign country. See generally Sea Pines
ofVa. V. PLD, Ltd., 399 F. Supp. 708, 711-12 (M.D. Fla. 1975) (holding that a promissory
note was not a security because it was merely a cash substitute and therefore witliin the
exclusion for “currency” contained in the 1934 Act). Thus, the statute and case law are clear
that if an instrument is a currency, it cannot also be a security under U.S. law.
When dealing with issues of statutory interpretation, courts look to the plain
language of the words used. Tomka v. Seiler Corp., 66 F.3d 1295, 1314 (2d Cir. 1995)(“the

straddle, option, or privilege entered into on a national securities exchange relating to foreign currency, or, in
general, any interest or instrument commonly known as a “security”, or any certificate of interest or participation
in, temporary or interim certificate for, receipt for, guarantee of, or warrant or right to subscribe to or purchase,
any of the foregoing.”) and 15 U.S.C. § 78c(a)(10) (“The term ‘security’ means any note, stock, treasury stock,
security future, security-based swap, bond, debenture, certificate of interest or participation in any profit-sharing
agreement or in any oil, gas, or other mineral ro)?alty or lease, any collateral-trust certificate, preorganization
certificate or subscription, transferable share, investment contract, voting-trust certificate, certificate of deposit
for a security, any put, call, straddle, option, or privilege on any security, certificate of deposit, or group or index
of securities (including any interest therein or based on the value diereul), or any put, call, sUaddle, option, or
privilege entered into on a national securities exchange relating to foreign currency, or in general, any instrument
commonly known as a “security”; or any certificate of interest or participation in, temporary or interim certificate
for, receipt for, or warrant or right to subscribe to or purchase, any of the foregoing; but shall not include currency
or any note, draft, bill of exchange, or banker's acceptance which has a maturity at the time of issuance of not
exceeding nine months, exclusive of days of grace, or any renewal thereof the maturity of which is likewise
limited.”).
2 One court has, however, held that an investment into a digital hedge fund comprised of cryptocurrencies
was a security. See SEC v. Shavers, 2013 WL 4028182, (E.D. Tex. Aug. 6,2013). Notably, Shavers Umited its holding
to whether shares of the hedge fund investinent were securities, but the court did not go as far as the SEC seeks
to go in this case. Thus, Shavers is inapposite here.
7
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plain meaning of a statute will produce a result demonstrably at odds with the intentions of
its drafters”)(quotations and alterations omitted). It seems almost redundant to contend
that cryptocurrencies are currencies. It is an axiomatic principle of economics that currency
is anything that can serve as a;
1) store of value, which means people can save it and use it later- -smoothing
their purchases over time;
2) unit of account, that is, provide a common base for prices; or
3) medium of exchange, something that people can use to buy and sell from
one another.
See International Monetary Fund “Back to Basics: What is money” available at
http://\\^\^v.i.mf.org/external/pubs/ft./fan.dd/2012/09/basics.htm .3

Here, the government defines the virtual currencies REcoin and DRC using identical
language. See Indictment,

5 (describing virtual currency as a “digital representation of value

that can be digitally traded and functions as (1) a medium of exchange; and/or (2) a unit of
account; and/or (3) a store of value, but does not have legal tender status ... in any
jurisdiction”). Cryptocurrencies are currencies. They are not securities within the meaning of
the statute.
Case law also recognizes that cryptocurrencies function as a medium of exchange. See
United States v. Ulhricht, 31 F. Supp. 3d 540, 570 (S.D.N.Y. 2014) (“Indeed, the only value for
Bitcoin [a form of cryptocurrency] lies in its ability to pay for things—it is digital and has no
earthly form; it cannot be put on a shelf and looked at or collected in a nice display case.”).

3 The plain language definition of “currency” is “[a]n item (such as a coin, government note, or banknote)
that circulates as a medium o£exchange.” Black’s Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014) (emphasis added); see also
Merriam-lVebster Online, available at https:j jivww.merriam-webster.com!dictionaryjcnrremy (last visited January 4, 2018)
(defining currency as “a medium of exchange”).
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Likewise, IRS guidance on virtual currencies describes them as “as a medium of exchange, a
unit of account, and/or a store of value.” IRS Notice 2014-21 (March 26, 2014). The IRS
further notes that virtual currencies can operate like paper or coin money despite the lack of
legal tender status. Id.
Unlike stocks, debentures, bonds, etc., which are primarily used as investments, the
primary function of cryptocurrencies is the ability to purchase goods or services — in both
general societ)^ and within specific token economies like RRcoin or DRC. See IJlhricht, .31 F.
Supp. 3d at 570 (ability to use cryptocurrcncy as payment is critical feature); IRS Notice 201421 (noting that “convertible virtual currencies” can substitute for currency issued as legal
tender). Indeed, foreign regulators have noted this feature of crj'^ptocurrencies and have
treated them accordingly. See generally Miljan Mimic, Kegulatory Challenges ofAlternative ECurreny, Central European University (March 31, 2014) (available at
http: / /www.etd.ceu.hu/2014 /mimic miiian.pdf) (noting that foreign regulators have
5

classified cryptocurrencies differently depending on use). In the civil companion case, the
SEC acknowledges that a cryptocurrency is a “medium of exchange.” SEC Complaint, 17 CV
5725, dkt 1, p.7, nt 1. In doing so, it acknowledges that REcoins and DRC coins can function
as a form of currency, unhke stocks or bonds or the other forms of security contained within
the statutory definitions.
Cryptocurrencies like ReCoin and DRC function as more than mere investment
vehicles; they are “currency.” Cryptocurrencies continue to gain mainstream acceptance as a
viable medium of exchange every month. Today, it is possible to purchase lunch, or a hotel
room, or even a new set of living room furniture using cryptocurrencies. Major companies
that accept cryptocurrencies as payment include Overstock.com, Subway, Expedia, PayPal,
9
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and Microsoft. See “7 major companies that accept cryptocurrency” available at
https://\\'^w.nasdac[.c.o.m/article,/7-maio.r-c.onipanies--that-acc.ept-cryptociitrenc.y-cm913745.
The utility of cryptocurrency is not speculative. Adopters are using cryptocurrency as money
today. These tokens are plainly “currency” within the meaning of the statutes. Thus, ReCoin
and DRC are excluded from regulation as securities and the government’s indictment should
be dismissed.
B. CRYPTOCURRENCIES ARE NOT SECURITIES UNDER
EXISTING CASE LAW
The complaint and indictment claim that RECoin and DRC are securities, and that they
fall under the security class known as investment contracts. Investment contracts are defined
in Tf 6 of the complaint as “an investment of money in a common enterprise or managerial
efforts of others.” In ][ 9 of the complaint, the government claims that the investments offered
during the RECoin ICO were securities within the meaning of the Securities and the Securities
Exchange Acts, without further explanation. In

19, the government explains that because

the Diamond IMO “provided investors with an expectation of profits to be derived from the
purchase of diamonds, the investments . . . were securities” within the meaning of the
Securities and Securities Exchange Acts.
The indictment defines investment contracts in

9 as “an investment of money in a

common enterprise with a reasonable expectation of profits to be derived from the
entrepreneurial or managerial efforts of others.” It noted that investment contracts were
defined as securities under the Securities and Securities Exchange Acts. The government then
concluded that ’’"nvestments in the RECoin ICO and the Diamond IMO were investment
contracts and therefore securities” under the Securities and Securities Exchange Acts.
10
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The government’s formulation of investment contracts tracks what is commonly
known as the Homy test. In SEC v. 117/. Homy Co..et al., 328 U.S. 293 (1946), the Supreme
Court looked at an offering of units in a citrus grove development to determine whether the
offering fell under the regulatory authority of the Securities Act. The Court looked at whether
the offering - consisting of a land sales contract, warranty deed and service contract constituted an “investment contract” under the Acts. Id. at 297. The Court noted that the
term Investment contract” was included, but not defined under the Securities Act, so the
Court looked to state “blue sky laws” for a definition. There, the Court found that an
investment contract “came to mean a contract or scheme for the placing of capital or laying
out of money in a way intended to secure income or profit from its employment.” Id. at 297298 (internal quotations and citations omitted). The Court then defined an investment
contract, for the purposes of the Securities Act, as a “contract, transaction or scheme whereby
a person invests his money in a common enterprise and is led to expect profits solely from the
efforts of the promoter or a third party”. Id. at 298-99, 301. If that test is met, the item is an
investment contract and governed by the Securities Act.
Ail three elements of the Homy test must be present for an offering to constitute an
investment contract; (1) an investment of money; (2) in a common enterprise; (3) with profits
to be derived solely from the efforts of others. See SEC v. FHwards, 540 U.S. 389, 393 (2004);
IHvak V. SEC Realty Corp., 18 F.3d 81, 87 (2d Cir. 1994). The definitions of these elements
have been refined over time.
A review of the items offered and the white papers detailing the offerings demonstrate
that none of the prongs of the Homy test were met, and that the offerings do not meet a
threshold test that they constitute securities.
li

r
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1) The first prong of the Howey test is not met
The first prong of the Howey test is not met because there is no ‘investment’ of money.
RECoin and DRC are commodity backed crypto currencies. Their value is supported by
purchases of real estate or diamonds, the way the U.S. dollar was once backed by gold
reserves.Individuals who choose to buy RECoin or DRC are simply exchanging one medium
of currency for another, they are not ‘investing’. Thus the first prong of the Howey test is not
met.
2) The second prong of the Howey

is not met

The second prong of the Howey test: that of a common enterprise, has been further
refined to include two lands of commonality, horizontal and strict vertical commonality.
Horizontal commonahty is similar to the commonality found in Howey, where each individual
investor’s fortunes are tied “to the fortunes of other investors by the pooUng of assets, usually
combined with the pro-rata distribution of profits.” Revak, supra, at 87 (internal quotations and
citations omitted); Howey, supra, at 299-300.
Strict vertical commonality requires that the fortunes of investors be tied to the
fortunes of the promoter. In other words, the profit and loss of the investor and the promoter
must be interdependent. When the investor loses, the promoter must lose as well, when the
investor profits, the promoter must profit as well. Where the promoter can profit, say through
commissions when the investor loses, there is no strict vertical commonahty. Marini v. Adamo,
812 F.Supp.2d 243, 256 (E.D.N.Y. 2011)(Bianco, J.)(gathering cases); Kaplan v. Shapiro, 655

“^Wliile other jurisdictions recognize a third form of commonality, 'broad' vertical commonality, the
Second Circuit does not. Revak v. SEC Realty Cop., 18 F.3d 81, 88 (2d Cir. 1994).
12
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F.Supp 336, 341 (S.D.N.Y. 1987)(Ki-am, J.)
The second prong of the Homy test is not met under either a horizontal commonality
or a strict vertical commonality test^. As noted above, for horizontal commonality to exist,
each individual investor’s fortunes are tied to the fortunes of other investors by the pooling of
assets, with the pro-rata distribution of profits.
Here, there is no pooHng of assets. Each individual purchases a REcoin or DRC, and
then is free to do with it as she wishes. She can exchange it for other currency, use it to
purchase items, or use it in the execution of a smart contract. Her profits and losses from
these actions are her own.
Additionally, there is no pro-rata disttibution of profit. If the real estate or diamonds
(purchased with the proceeds of her purchase of RECoin or DRC) increase in value, she
shares in no direct increase in the value of her coin. Any profit resulting from the sale of real
estate or diamonds supporting the value of this commodity-based currency is ploughed back
into the purchase of additional real estate or diamonds. Defendant’s Exhibit A , p. 9,
Defendant’s Exhibit B, Diamond Reserve Whitepaper, pp.-l, 8. As noted in the SEC’s
Memorandum of Law, there is no distribution of profit based on any profit achieved from the
investment of real estate or diamonds. SEC Memorandum of Law, 17 CV 5725, Dkt 1-4, p.l3
There is also no strict vertical commonality in RECoin or DRC. The profits and loss of
the purchaser and promoter are not interdependent Any profit Mr. Zaslavskiy were to make
from the venture would come from transaction fees for smart contracts and other

^The government did identify which of the common enterprise tlieories RECoin and DRC met to
achieve the second prong of the Homy test. The SEC, in its memorandum of law filed with the complaint in
the parallel case, 17 CV 5725, Dkt 1-4, p.l9, claims that there is horizontal commonality, via a pooling of assets
and reinvestment. As we explain, there is no horizontal commonality in these offerings.
13
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maintenance costs. Ex. A, pp.lO, 17; ex. B, pp.6, 8. These ttansaction fees ate independent of
the rise ot fall in the value of RECoin or DRC, or even the real estate and diamonds
supporting these crypto currencies. As a result, Mr. Zaslavsldy would make a profit on
transaction fees despite any rise of fall in the value of RECoin or DRC. For these reasons,
there is neither horizontal nor strict vertical commonaUty, and the second prong of the Homy
test IS not met
3) The third prong of the Howey test is not met.
We anticipate that even the government would concede the third prong of the Homy
test, as it apphes to crypto currency, is the most novel issue of the three. It is not met because
profit in RECoin or DRC is not derived solely from the effort of others, or under the more
expansive finding of essential managerial efforts which affect the failure or success of the
enterprise.

As noted above, RECoin and DRC are commodity-based currencies. Value

derived from the currency is based on a number of things, like its efficacy for use in smart
contracts or the ease or difficulty of mining the currencies, not the managerial efforts of
others.
Courts have expanded the third prong of the Homy test, that profits be derived so/el)/
through the efforts of others, as well. In Securities and Exchange Commission v. Glenn W. Turner
Enterprises, Inc., 474 F2d 476 (9thCir 1973), the 9* Circuit found adherence to a strict
interpretation of “solely” was too restrictive. Instead, it adopted “a more reahstic test, whether
the efforts made by those other than the investor are the undeniably significant ones, those
essential managerial efforts which affect the failure or success of the enterprise.” Id. at 482.
This interpretation has been adopted by the Second Circuit. United States v. Eeonard, 529 F.3d
83, 88 (2008); S.E.C. v. Aqua-Sonic Products, Corp., 687 F.2d 577 (1982).
14
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a) The Government’s view of DRC and RECoin fails to understand the unique
nature of cryptocurrencies
In answering the critical question of whether value in RECoin or DRC will be derived
solely by the work of others the Court must first consider why blockchain cryptocurrencies
function as a new asset class that has never existed before. No Court has yet opined on how
the third prong of the Homy test applies to the decentralized nature of cryptocurrencies.
What Mr. Zaslavsldy - and other second generation blockchain creators - envisioned
for REcoin adopters was a role more active and engaged than a typical investor in a security.^
RECoin and DRC were to be unUke a typical company where an investor purchases stock in a
company and agrees to be passively tied to fortunes of a company. Instead REcoin and DRC
were to be a new Idnd of decentralized token economy where adopters with shared
professional interests could work together to create an ecosystem where shared related
professional transactions could be conducted securely, efficiently, and without the need for
centralized banks.
While anyone in the world was free to purchase RECoin, investors in RECoin were
anticipated to be “tenants/buyers and sellers of real estate” and “lawyers, developers.
architectural firms.” Defendant’s Exhibit A, Final RECoin White Paper at 6. This group of real
estate professionals could transact in the RECoin ecosystem using smart contracts to “ensure

^ Bitcoin — the original cryptocurrency was not specifically designed to execute smart contracts.
Although improvements have been made to the blockchain to allow for some form of smart contracts, the
parameters of a Bitcoin economy differ from second generation alternative coins Uke RECoin and DRC. See
“Yes, Bitcoin can do Smartcontracts” https://www.nasdaq.com/article/yes-bitcoin-can-do-smart-contractsand-particl-demonstrates-how-cm859505
^ As blockchains, REcoin and DRC were conceived to operate similarly. Since REcoin was further
developed than DRC, we discuss REcoin as an example of a blockchain token economy. The analysis would apply
with equal force to DRC.
15
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that payment terms, service fees or liens [were] paid for once the contract was executed.
Defendant’s Exhibit A, White Paper at 17. All adopters in the REcoin ecosystem would agree
to transact in the REcoin currency.
When the REcoin white paper describes “investors” it is referring to their role as real
estate professionals before becoming members within REcoin ecosystem. Holders of RECoin
tokens were to be more aldn to stakeholders^ than investors. They would contribute value to
the ecosystem by a) using the ecosystem to conduct transactions and b) adding their own
unique expertise in the field of real estate to the token ecosystem. See Defendant’s Exhibit A,
REcoin White Paper at 5 (Participants can realize the value of the blockchain in part by
'becoming active in the REcoin ecosystem and creating REcoin sidechains”). In fact, the
white paper specifically contemplates that stakeholders would create their own individual
tokens within the ecosystem as their needs demanded. Id. at 18.
Accordingly, a central feature of a blockchain ecosystem like the REcoin and DRC is
that the value of the network flows from the critical efforts of all of its participants - from the
efforts of the developers, to miners, and the stakeholders alike. Without the continued
participation of the stakeholders, the blockchain would become valueless. This model is
fundamentally at odds with the prong three of the Homy test. The continued efforts of REcoin
purchasers was essential to the survival of the blockchain. If all of the purchasers simply relied
solely upon the efforts of Mr. Zaslavsky, the blockchain would die. REcoin and DRC are not
investment contracts.

** See Dolan, Zoe “ICOs on Our Terms and Conditions” available at https://www.coindesk.com/icosterms-conditions/
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b) Value of DRC and REcoin would largely be controlled by market forces
One unique feature of both DRC and REcoin was that the value of the blockchain was
to be hedged by real world assets - diamonds and real estate. As with the blockchain itself, the
value of these real-world assets do not run afoul of prong three of the Homj test. Managerial
efforts of others were to affect the value of the real estate or diamonds in a very limited way.
Both diamonds and real estate are largely valued outside of any one individual’s control.
Diamonds have a value determined in large part by the world market, on a scale created by the
Gemological Institute of America in the 1940's. https://www.gia.cdu/gia-about. So while
DRC would have a “Vault Group” responsible for purchase, valuation, storage, and strategic
purchase or sale for benefit of DRC value (ex. B at p.6), that group’s work would be limited by
factors affecting the world market for diamonds.
The value of real estate is also determined by a number of factors exclusive of any
individual’s control. While development may be an aspect of increase in real estate value, that
is only one of the considerations in REcoin real estate investment. The others are income
investment, short sales, and foreclosures, all of which rise and fall based on the world market,
not an individual’s efforts. Additionally, coin holders would vote on any investment decisions
that could affect 5% of REcoin market value, thus decreasing the impact of managerial efforts
on the value of the commodities underpinning REvoin. Ex. A at p.7.
Given the unique design and necessity of token holder efforts to the success of block
chain technology, and given the lack of impact of managerial effort on failure or success of the
REcoin or DRC enterprise, the third prong of the Homj test is not met.
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C. THE 1933 AND 1934 SECURITIES ACTS ARE VOID FOR
VAGUENESS AS APPLIED TO THIS CASE

The Due Process Clause requires that “a penal statute define the criminal offense with
sufficient definiteness that ordinary people can understand what conduct is prohibited.
Kolender v. LMmon,_A(a\ U.S. 352, 357 (1983). This fair warning requirement protects a
person's right to “steer between lawful and unlawful conduct,” Grajned v. City of Rockford, 408
U.S. 104, 108 (1972), by insisting that “no man shall be held criminally responsible for
conduct which he could not reasonably understand to be proscribed.” Bouie v. City of
Columbia, 378 U.S. 347, 351 (1964) (citation omitted); United States v. Roberts, 363 F.3dll8,
122 (2d Cir. 2004).
In Kolender, the Supreme Court elaborated that “although the doctrine [of void for
vagueness] focuses both on actual notice to citizens and arbitrary enforcement, we have
recognized recently that the more important aspect of the vagueness doctrine ‘is not actual
notice, but the other principal element of the doctrine—the requirement that a legislature
establish minimal guideUnes to govern law enforcement.’ Where the legislature fails to
provide such minimal guidelines, a criminal statute may permit ‘a standardless sweep [that]
allows policemen, prosecutors, and juries to pursue their personal predilections.’” Kolender
V. Ramon, 461 U.S. 352, 357-58,103 S. Ct. 1855,1858, 75 L. Ed. 2d 903 (1983) (internal
citations omitted). Accordingly, this second prong requires that legislatures “establish
minimal guidelines to govern law enforcemenf ’ in order to prevent “policemen.
prosecutors, and juries [from] pursuing] their personal predilections.” Smith v. Coguen, 415
U.S. 566, 574-75 (1974); United States v. Roberts, 363 F.3d 118, 123 (2d Cir. 2004). Vague
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laws leave the line between lawful and illegal conduct to be dtawn “on an ad hoc and
subjective basis” by those who enforce the statute, inevitably leading to disparate treatment
of similarly situated defendants based on the happenstance of the understanding adopted
by particular poHce officers, prosecutors, judges, and juries. Grajned, 408 U.S. at 109.
As applied to cryptocurrencies, the instant indictment implicates all these concerns.
Cryptocurrencies are an asset class that have never before existed. The attempt to regulate this
new asset class using the framework conceived of in the 1930s is troubling. While it is true that
courts have applied the Homy test since the 1940s to determine whether specific assets are
securities - that test as applied to cryptocurrencies in unconstitutionally vague since the statute
also exempts currency from its definition of securities. There is no meaningful guidance for
would-be developers to know whether their work runs afoul of criminal securities laws. These
laws provided no meaningful guidance for how a potential defendant could navigate this
potential stamtory contradiction. Due Process requires more.
1) A person of common intelligence must necessarily guess at the meaning of
and application of the Securities Acts as they apply to cryptocurrencies
“The vagueness doctrine bars enforcement of a statute which either forbids or
requires the doing of an act in terms so vague that men of common intelligence must
necessarily guess at its meaning and differ as to its application.” United States v. Roberts, 363
F.3d 118, 123 (2d Cir. 2004) citing United States v. Uanier, 520 U.S. 259, 266 (1997). Securities
law have been crafted since the 1930s to be intentionally vague in order to maintain
flexibility. However, Congress “did not intend to provide a broad federal remedy for all
fraud.” Maine Rank v. Weaver, 455 U.S. 551, 556 (1982).
19
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As cryptocurrencies have gained more mainstream recognition various American
regulatory agencies have issued guidance that is at times contradictory and always non
specific. While our securities laws may have been sufficient to provide meaningful notice for
criminal enforcement of other asset classes, the laws and pubUc guidance offered by the SEC
have failed to do so in the case of crypto currencies.
The last Congressional action on this issue occurred in 1934 — nearly seventy-five years
before the creation of Bitcoin, the first cryptocurrency. The 1933 and 1934 Acts set forth an
identified list of covered assets that does not include cryptocurrencies. In fact, the Acts
specifically exempt currency from its definition of securities. At its threshold, would-be
developers of new cryptocurrencies must attempt to determine whether a potentially
transformative technologically advanced asset class would shoehorn into a class of securities
conceived by Congress over 80 years ago. ^
While Congress has held hearings on the regulation of cryptocurrencies as recently as
this month, it has not yet supplemented these laws with additional guidance. Without more.
anticipation of what cryptocurrencies would be subject to criminal securities laws amounts to
nothing more than mere guesswork.
2) A defendant may not be able to know ex ante whether a cryptocurrency is a
security without a jury determination
As noted above, should the Court find the three prongs of the Homy test met by the

® Wliether a financial instrument constitutes a “security” is a question of statutory interpretation. See
Hindreth Timber Co. v. Candreth, 471 U.S. 681, 685-86 (1985). The 1933 Act and the 1934 Act contain similar, but
not identical definitions of “security.” Compared U.S.C. § 77b(a)(l) with 15 U.S.C. § 78c(a)(10). Despite the minor
differences between the statutes, courts treat them identically “in decisions dealing with the scope of the term.”
Tandreth, 471 U.S. at 686 n.l; UnitedHousingTound., Inc. v. Forman, 421 U.S. 837, 847 n.l2 (1975).
20
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REcoin or DRC offerings, it would then go to the jury for a decision on whether the three
prongs of the Homy test are met to determine beyond a reasonable doubt — whether the
REcoin or DRC offerings are investment contracts and thus securities.
That a jury determination might be required to ultimately answer whether securities
laws apply has troubhng impHcations. It would have been impossible for Mr. Zaslavskiy to
determine whether REcoin and DRC token were securities conclusively ex ante. A jury’s
determination would have no precedential value. Reasonable juries could conceivably hear the
same testimony and reach different results on cryptocurrencies that are set up identically.
Assigning the task deciding the Homy test to the factfinder unavoidably makes the
lawfulness of any given substance subject to determination “on an ad hoc” and “case by case
basis.” Grayned, 408 U.S. at \ W\ Ashton, 384 U.S. at 198. This risks the law meaning one
thing for one defendant, and another for someone else.
3) The Securities Acts as applied to cryptocurrencies promote arbitrary
enforcement and inconsistent criminal prosecutions
Kokndihs second prong requires that legislatures “establish minimal guidelines to
govern law enforcement” in order to prevent “policemen, prosecutors, and juries [from]
pursu[ing] their personal predilections.” Smith v. Goguen, 415 U.S. 566, 574-75 (1974); United
States V. Roberts, 363 F.3d 118, 123 (2d Cir. 2004). A statute may not be so broad and
unconstrained as to “encourage arbitrary and discriminatory enforcement.” Vague laws
leave the line between lawful and illegal conduct to be drawn “on an ad hoc and subjective
basis” by those who enforce the statute, inevitably leading to disparate treatment of
similarly situated defendants based on the happenstance of the understanding adopted by
particular police officers, prosecutors, judges, and juries. GraynedjAt 109. Upon information
21
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and belief, there have been hundreds of fundraising ICOs in the United States in the past
ten years launching new cryptocurrencies. None have been registered as securities with the
SEC. The prosecution of Mr. Zaslavsldy under American securities law is arbitrary and
inconsistent.
For its part, the SEC remained largely silent on the question of whether cryptocurrencies
represented securities until recently. In July 2017 - the most recent guidance the SEC issued
before Mr. Zaslavsldy launched REcoin - the SEC opined nebulously that cryptocurrencies may
be securities depending on how they were set up. See DAO Report of Investigation, available at
ht:tps: / /www.sec.gov /litigation/investreport:/.34-81207.pdf. As recently as December 11, 2017,
the Chairman on the SEC reiterated the point: some cryptocurrencies appear to the SEC to be
securities, some do not. As he opined “while there are cryptocurrencies that do not appear to be
securities, simply calhng something a “currency” or a currency-based product does not mean
that it is not a security.

December 11, 2017 PubHc Statement of SEC Chairman Jay Clayton,

available at https://www.sec.gov/news/public-statement/statement-c,layton-2017-12-:ld.
(emphasis added)
As the SEC has issued more and more guidance on the securities issue, its position
remains clear that its inquiry is case specific and depends on a number of factors that have not
yet been identified by the agency. See Id. (“A key question for all ICO market participants: “Is
the coin or token a security?” As securities law practitioners know well, the answer depends
on the facts.”). While we recognize the need for securities laws to remain flexible, we submit
that they cannot be so flexible that the SEC or the United States Attorney’s Office can decide
on an unprincipled case-by-case basis whether to prosecute defendants for criminal for
22
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securities violations.
The Securities Acts as applied to cryptocurrencies bear all the markings of an
unconstitutionally vague statute. See, e.g., Ashton v. Kentucky, 384 U.S. 195, 198 (1966) (Due
Process Clause prohibits a law whose meaning can be determined only on a “case to case
basis”); lum^ella v. New Jersey, 306 U.S. 451, 453-55 (1939) (due process violated when critical
term of criminal statute had no settled meaning in legal tradition, dictionaries, or social
science); United States v. L. Cohen Grocery Co., 255 U.S. 81, 91, 41 S. Ct. 298, 300, 65 L. Ed.
516 (1921) (vagueness indicated by efforts “made by administrative officers ... to establish a
standard of their own to be used as a basis to render the [statute] capable of execution”); of.
Sykes v. United States, 131 S. Ct. 2267, 2286 87 (2011) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (asldng “is it
seriously to be expected that the average citizen would be familiar with the sundry statistical
studies” underlying the Court's interpretation of the ACCA's residual clause).
Finally, while wc recognize the long line of cases applying the Howey test to alleged
investment contracts, this line of cases is insufficient to provide notice as applied to
crypto currencies. Cryptocurrencies plainly operate as a currency which suggests they are
exempt from securities regulation. Without additional guidance or Congressional action.
potential defendants are left with a conflicting statutory tension that undermines any
notice the Homy test might provide. The problem of cryptocurrencies raises unique
vagueness concerns with respect to the Securities Acts.

CONCLUSION
The prosecution of Maksim Zaslavskiy is unprecedented. No Court has ruled that
cryptocurrencies are securities within the meaning of the law. While the regulation of
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alleged fraud is a laudable goal for the government, it does not follow that United States
securities laws are the appropriate means to accomplish these goals.
Increased mainstream adoption makes clear that cryptocurrencies have become a
viable medium of exchange. They are currency. As such, the plain language of the
Securities Acts makes clear that cryptocurrencies are not securities. Moreover, the best
reading of available case law makes clear that crypto currencies are not “investment
contracts.” Under both rationales, the Court should dismiss the indictment in its entirety.
Ultimately, this prosecution imphcates more fundamental concerns of fairness and
due process. Our current regulatory scheme provides insufficient notice for defendants
u:
like Mr. Zaslavsldy. No district court has ruled that cryptocurrencies represent investment

contracts” within the meaning of the statute. To subject him to a criminal securities
crypto currency prosecution when hundreds of tokens have launched without incident in
the past ten years would be arbitrary and unfair without real notice. Without additional
Congressional action, the indictment violated Maksim Zaslavsltiy’s Due Process rights.
Therefore, the Court should dismiss the indictment in its entirety.
Respectfully Submitted,

Dated: February 26, 2018
Brooklyn, New York

Mildred Whalen
Ten H. Kamdang
Counsel to Maksim Zaslavskiy
Federal Defenders of New York, Inc
Copies to:
The Honorable Raymond). Dearie (by hand delivery)
Government’s Counsel of Record (via first class mail)
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